Website Design +
Development.
marxcreative.com.au

Your creative digital partner.

Thank you for the opportunity to introduce our website design
capabilities. We value new business and look forward to
providing you a superior digital experience.
From simple Landing Pages to comprehensive Multi-Page
Websites, we offer the latest in design and development,
guaranteed to produce seamless, engaging and enjoyable
online experiences.
No matter your industry or budget, our team deliver beautiful,
responsive websites that function with excellence across all
digital platforms and devices.
We look forward to making your mark online.

Slick, seamless and responsive websites with X factor.
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Experience
+ expertise.

Responsive websites that function with excellence.

Why Marx?
At Marx, we develop websites from concept through
to completion. The end result not only looks great, but
functions seamlessly across all platforms.

Design & Build

Our ‘website designs’ and ‘development builds’ are all
managed internally and are designed exclusively by our
team to ensure quality assurance and brand consistency
is maintained at the highest level.

Speed Optimised

Our websites are custom-built using either the latest
WordPress themes or SquareSpace templates, allowing
clients to take ownership of the finished site for content
updates and on-going edits.

Tested & Supported

With a wealth of experience in designing, building and
launching new websites, we guarantee your site will
look and function as it should across all mobile devices,
changing and re-shaping to fit each device.

Mobile Responsive

Content Managed

SEO
Fixed Quotes & Timelines
Latest Themes & Templates
Custom Build Options
Animation

We design and develop:
+ Landing Pages

Video Integration

+ One Page Scrolls

Photo Galleries

+ Multi-Page Sites

Contact Forms

+ E-Commerce Sites
We create websites for:

Content Writing
Photography

+ Property Development & Real Estate

Video Production

+ Building & Construction

Brand Design

+ Corporate & Commercial
+ Professional Services
+ Retail & Products

Tracking & Monitoring
Hosting & Registrations

+ Medical & Health

Email Set-Ups

+ Sports & Fitness

Email Signatures

Affordable, stylish and contemporary designs.
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The latest in web design and development.

1. Discovery & Planning

5. Totally Responsive

Our first step is to thoroughly understand
your business and the intentions of the
website. We offer a fee consultation
to establish a benchmark for how your
site should appear and function. We will
discuss the navigation requirements to
create a site map and quotation.

Our websites have full mobile and tablet
support. Your site will look and function
as it should across all mobile devices,
changing and re-shaping to fit each
device.

6. Domain, Hosting & Email Setup
2. Content & Functionality
Once our quotation is approved and
the engagement process completed,
we would seek to obtain as much
information and content as possible. This
includes text, images, navigation and
functionality requirements. We can then
establish a timeline and start investigating
the appropriate design/theme and
functionality to suit your website.

3. Design & Layout
Based on the creative brief and
information gathered in the discovery
stage, we’ll start designing the interface
layouts in a static format. Design mockups are created as they would appear on
a desktop machine, and presented for
feedback.

4. Development & Programming

We will either integrate with your existing
domain and host provider, or make a
provision for a new domain website
address and hosting. We will also work
with your IT contact to integrate your
established emails if required.

7. Testing & Reviewing
Comprehensive testing is conducted
during this stage to ensure the site is
optimised across multiple browsers,
screens and mobile devices and is
performing as it should prior to launch.

8. Website Launch
Upon approval from the testing stage,
the new website is then launched with
no interruption to the current site if one
exists. Our hand-over ensures that you
own the website we build. We provide all
log-in details and passwords for complete
access and content management.

Using the approved layout, site map and
content, the project then moves to the
development stage. This is where the
website comes to life. There is little client
involvement at this stage, however a good
portion of the timeline will be required for
the development.

Planned, managed and executed on time and within budget.
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Process +
management.

Let’s make our mark online together.

marxcreative.com.au
studio@marxcreative.com.au
Ground Level, 35 Flinders Lane
Maroochydore Q 4558

